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The updated English dub was provided by Ocean
Studios, and was revealed to be funded by
FUNimation. The role of Bulma in this version of the
series is voiced by “Laura” and not by Roco Garcel,
as was first thought. The dubbing company has
stated that after Roco’s death, they hired Laura as a
substitution. Battle of Gods was released on Blu-Ray
on October 27, 2010. [5] The first Dragon Ball Z-
related episodes that appeared on Nicktoons in Latin
America were 1.106, 1.107, 1.39 and 1.40 of Battle
of Gods. A month after the Nicktoons broadcast
premiered, Digiview would be used to release the
first nine episodes of Battle of Gods with English
subtitles. Later on, 19 episodes were made available
on Digiview with the same specifications. The dub of
the original version was once again produced by
Cloverway, but this time with Pol Quinn as the
director and Ed Dziena as the dub scriptwriter. The
dub was released in May 2017, when the dub of
Dragon Ball Super began broadcasting, with the
name "Dragon Ball Z Battle of Gods" and the subtitle
of "Super" which is the official name of the dub of
Super when it began airing. This dub would continue
airing in 2017 until January 2018. But in April 2018, a
new dub began airing that had the name "Dragon
Ball: The Battle of Gods," and the subtitle of "Dragon
Ball: Super" which was the official name of the dub
of Dragon Ball Super when it began airing in April
2018. This changed is not because the dub was
suddenly changed to Dragon Ball Super's dub; the
dub just continues airing with the subtitle of Super
as the dub of Dragon Ball Super because of the
licensing. And as of February 2019, this dub is also
airing in the US, and was also dubbed by Saban
Films. The name of the dub's episode is changed
from Super to Gods and also the subtitle of Gods to
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Super (and the subtitles of Super change to Banzai,
Hiryu, and Kuririn). To include the subtitle of Super
to each episode that aired during the year, the
episode name was changed from Super and Banzai
to Super: Gods and Hiryu to Super: Super. Also to
include the subtitle of Super to each episode that will
air during the year that it will also change the
subtitles of Super to Banzai, Hiryu, and Kuririn.
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